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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a trust-based evolutionary game model for managing Internet-of-Things (IoT)
federations. The model adopts trust-based payoff to either reward or penalize things based on the
behaviors they expose. The model also resorts to monitoring these behaviors to ensure that the share
of untrustworthy things in a federation does not hinder the good functioning of trustworthy things in
this federation. The trust scores are obtained using direct experience with things and feedback from
other things and are integrated into game strategies. These strategies capture the dynamic nature
of federations since the population of trustworthy versus untrustworthy things changes over time
with the aim of retaining the trustworthy ones. To demonstrate the technical doability of the game
strategies along with rewarding/penalizing things, a set of experiments were carried out and results
were benchmarked as per the existing literature. The results show a better mitigation of attacks such
as bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing on trustworthy things.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is largely accepted that the chip industry has heavily im-
acted the Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
andscape. Today’s chips are tiny, powerful, reliable, and afford-
ble allowing to concretize Marker Weiser’s vision about the
1st century computer when he states that ‘‘... The most profound
echnologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into
he fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from
t ’’ [1]. In line with this vision, the Internet-of-Things (IoT) is
lso capitalizing on the chip industry advances by enacting the
evelopment of cutting-edge systems like skin-marks (printed
kin electronics for interaction) and smart eyeglasses (chewing,
ight exposure, and daily activity monitoring) [2].

6.4 billion connected things were in use in 2016, up 3%
rom 2015,1 and will reach more than 30.9 billion devices world-
ide by 2025.2 Are all these things trustworthy? And, can all
hese things be trusted? Things in the IoT world are not al-
ays collaborative, cooperative, and predictable [3]. Their silent
nd transparent ‘‘invasion’’ into our daily lives could become a
ightmare, should confidentiality, integrity, and availability be
ot taken seriously. In fact, things could be dangerous to people’s
ealth, safety, and liberty as stated in [4].

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: hamdi@cs.ku.edu.kw (H. Yahyaoui).

1 www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3165317.
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Along with the trust concern and to ensure better use of
things, we suggested in a previous work gathering things into
federations [5]. Federations’ benefits include fostering things’ col-
lective over individual behaviors and enforcing cross-thing col-
laboration despite their silo nature [6,7]. To sustain our research
efforts into federations, this paper addresses the following trust-
related concerns: how to enforce trust among things in federa-
tions, how to ensure the ‘‘longevity’’ of federations by detecting
and rewarding trustworthy behaviors of things, how to miti-
gate malicious attacks such as bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing
on things while collecting recommendations about things, and
how to avoid ‘‘chaos’’ in federations by isolating untrustworthy
things? To address these 3 concerns, we resort to the Evolutionary
Game Theory (EGT, [8]) constituting a novel way for running
federations as games where each thing (i.e., player) will have
a strategy that expresses its trust behavior in compliance with
he federation’s regulations like how to join, when to leave, and
ow to be rewarded. From a practicability perspective, things’
rust behaviors are associated with payoffs that federations use
o reward them when they complete the assigned operations as
xpected. Otherwise, the payoffs are limited and even revised
ith the option of ejecting things from the federations. Because
hings are expected to frequently sign-up in and sign-off from
ederations, as they see fit (using payoffs), this could put the
ederations at the risk of instability leading to chaos. This risk is
itigated by tracking the trust behavior of each thing in terms
f what it did and what it is doing. This helps monitor federation

volution, which is a key characteristic of the EGT.
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Our contributions in this work are, but not limited to, as
ollows:

• Devise an architecture associated with trust-based manage-
ment of IoT federations.
• Propose a trust-based evolutionary game model (IoT-EG) for

managing IoT federations.
• Adopt payoffs to reward and penalize things based on the

trustworthy and untrustworthy behaviors they expose.
• Demonstrate the effectiveness of the trust-based evolution-

ary game model with respect to other related works against
malicious attacks such as bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 moti-
ates the adoption of thing federation. Section 3 presents some
undamental concepts related to the current work. Section 4
iscusses existing works. Section 5 proposes an architecture asso-
iated with trust-based management of IoT federations. Section 6
etails the proposed trust-based evolutionary game model that
nderpins the management of IoT federations. Experiments and
ajor results related to the proposed game model are analyzed

n Section 7. Finally, future research directions and concluding
emarks are discussed in Sections 8 and 9, respectively.

. Motivations

Thing federation constitutes a good way for fostering collabo-
ation between things despite their nature of being confined into
ilos [5,7]. For this purpose, many aspects are to be examined like
ow do things sign-up in federations, how are things monitored
hen residing in federations, and how do things sign-off and
ometimes get expelled from federations. Unfortunately, there
re not, to the best of our knowledge, studies addressing these
uestions. While managing federations could happen from differ-
nt perspectives like growth, performance, and competitiveness,
his paper focuses on trust. Indeed, a federation would like to
ttract, reward, and retain trustworthy things since, they could
ake it competitive and reliable. Contrarily, the same federation
ould like to avoid, penalize, and expel untrustworthy things
ince for instance, they could drain its resources.
Federation management is dynamic since for instance, trust-

orthy things can join and then, misbehave for different reasons
o the extent that they become untrustworthy. And, untrust-
orthy things could adopt a different behavior making them
rustworthy in the long-run. To mitigate the impact of things’
ehaviors on federations’ stability, we associate federations with
egulations that things should abide to. An example of regulations
ould be the use of payoffs based on things’ trust behaviors.
igh payoffs reflect things’ acceptable behaviors to federations
llowing them to reside longer.
During their stay in a federation, things adjust their trust

ehaviors according to the situations that they run into and with
hom they end-up interacting. For instance, they could deal
ith trustworthy peers allowing them to complete their works
n time. Contrarily, they could be delayed when dealing with
ntrustworthy peers. Changes in trust behaviors could impact a
ederation’s stability over time with a high-turnover of things,
.e., continuous sign in and sign off. This will be addressed as part
f the pay-off strategy that needs to be devised.

. Background

An overview of the concepts of IoT, federation, and EGT is
provided hereafter. For additional details, readers are invited to
consult the references included in this overview.
183
3.1. Internet of things

The extensive literature on IoT (e.g., [9–13], and [14]) does
ot help suggest a common definition. For instance, in [10],
arnaghi and Sheth present a set of requirements and chal-
enges linked to IoT. Requirements include quality, latency, trust,
vailability, reliability, and continuity that should impact effi-
ient access and use of IoT data and services. And, challenges
esult from today’s IoT ecosystems that feature billions of dy-
amic things that make existing search, discovery, and access
echniques and solutions inappropriate for IoT data and services.
n [9], Abdmeziem et al. discuss IoT characteristics and enabling
echnologies. The former include distribution, interoperability,
calability, resource scarcity, and security. And, the latter include
ensing, communication, and actuating that are mapped onto a
-layer IoT architecture referred to as perception, network, and
pplication, respectively.

.2. Federation of things

Despite the abundant literature on the concept of federation,
here is not much, to the best of our knowledge, when it comes
o federation of things. In [15], Heil et al. define IoT as a context-
ware federation of devices. The objective of setting-up this
ederation is to support users access, connect, and locate arbitrary
evices according to their functionalities. Heil et al.’s approach
ntegrates real-world devices into service federations so, that,
evices’ capabilities are made available for external use. In [16],
athlouthi and Ben Saoud discuss cloud federation in the context
f enabling a flexible composition of System of Systems (SoS).
SoS is about the cooperation of several constituents that are

omplex, heterogeneous, autonomous, and independently gov-
rned, but capable at the same time of working in a cooperative
ay to achieve common goals. To allow the exposure of thing fed-
ration as a service, Celesti et al. discuss IoT-as-a-Service (IoTaaS)
n conjunction with the development that cloud computing is
oing through and that is leading to IoT cloud and cloud feder-
tion [17]. Celesti et al. recommend a 3-layer cloud federation
eference-architecture that would meet automation and scal-
bility, interoperable resource provisioning, and interoperable
ecurity requirements. In [18], Torroglosa-Garcia and Skarmeta-
omez discuss the interoperability of identity federation systems.
hese federations unify and simplify user and service manage-
ent using trust relationships. However, the large number of

ederations, each focussing on different areas, necessitates their
nteroperability to ensure a consistent access across all these
ederations, and, hence, the same digital identity is used. Finally,
n [5], Maamar et al. present Thing-Federation-as-a-Service (TFaaS
s a novel way to address the silo constraint impeding the
ollaboration of things. A federation is a group of things that are
ut together in order to handle a particular real-life situation
ike tunnel closure due to car accident. Maamar et al. specialized
ederation into planned and ad-hoc. The former is put in place
head of time and, hence, has its thing members already known
ith respect to a situation’s needs and requirements. And, the

atter is put in place on-the-fly when none of the planned feder-
tions can handle a situation and, hence, needs to have its thing
embers identified, selected, and finally assigned. To illustrate

he tunnel closure, Maamar et al. suggested a federation of back-
p cameras that is automatically activated so, that, live images
rom the inside of the tunnel are broadcasted to the rescue teams
hile meeting their non-functional requirements (e.g., upload
peed and resolution quality). To handle the closure, 2 cases were
dentified:
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• 1st time closure: an ad-hoc camera federation is set-up
(by some engineers) after selecting the necessary cameras
with respect to the rescue teams’ non-functional require-
ments. Once the tunnel closure is over, the ad-hoc camera
federation becomes a planned camera federation.
• Recurrent tunnel-closure: a planned camera federation,

among those that were initiated in the past, is selected with
respect to the rescue teams’ non-functional requirements.
If the selection is unsuccessful, then the case is treated as
1st time tunnel-closure.

The cameras in a federation whether planned or ad-hoc are
xpected to deliver the best possible quality of service to rescue
eams. A camera that is for instance, hacked would follow an
ntrustworthy strategy by broadcasting low-quality images that
ould delay the work of the rescue teams and hence, would
e penalized. Contrarily, other cameras would follow a trust-
orthy strategy and hence, would be rewarded by receiving
ore bandwidth. By adopting different strategies, a game is put

n place requiring that trustworthy versus untrustworthy cameras
hould be identified to ensure the stability and longevity of the
ederations to which they belong. Our proposed game model in
ection 6 achieves this identification.
From a competitiveness perspective, a federation could make

hings sign-off if their performances (e.g., unreliable data and
ecurrent failure) do not meet the federation’s expectations. A
hing could also leave a federation, should the business in the
ederation become less rewarding (e.g., data-sharing rate among
he members drops below a threshold).

.3. Evolutionary game theory

Classical game theory is a framework used to capture the
nteractions between agents that would like to increase their own
ayoffs. The agents adopt strategies that expose their behaviors
o the environment in which they reside. The strategies that
llow agents to maximize their payoffs without gaining more
y unilaterally changing their decisions constitute a situation of
ash Equilibrium [19].
Contrarily, EGT emerged as an extension of the classical game

theory to capture biological concepts such as generation and
evolution. Agents are members of a certain generation and may
survive or not the evolution that a generation would go through.
An interesting EGT concept is Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS)
[20]. It characterizes a strategy which cannot be invaded by any
other competing strategy if adopted by a large population of
competitors. ESS is considered as a refinement to the Nash Equi-
librium.

To model evolution, EGT adopts the concept of replicator dy-
namics [21], which indicates, that for each strategy k, the evolving
proportion (aka share) of a population’s members that follow
this strategy. More formally, let P be a population, λk(t) be the
number of players that adopt strategy k in the set of strategies K ,
and x(t) = [x1(t), . . . , xk(t), . . . , xK (t)] be P ’s state at time t .
Let xk(t) = λk(t)/λ(t) denote P share of players that adopt k at
time t , and λ(t) =

∑K
k=1 λk(t) denote the total number of players

in P . Let also ukl be the payoff of a player playing strategy k
along with another playing a different strategy l. The dynamics
of P ’s share xk(t) is defined by x′k(t), time derivative of xk(t),
and is defined by x′k(t) = xk(t)(

∑K
l=1 ukl(t)xl(t) − ū(t)), where

ū(t) =
∑K

k,l=1 ukl(t)xk(t)xl(t) is the average payoff of P . Therefore,
the players of a strategy increase/decrease their population’s
shares if their payoffs are higher/lower than the population’s
average payoff.

We apply the EGT’s main concepts to IoT federations man-
agement model where population corresponds to federation of
184
things, players correspond to things, and strategy is specialized
into either trustworthy T or untrustworthy U . Furthermore, we
resort to the concept of dynamics to monitor the behaviors of
things in a federation and ensure that the shares of untrustwor-
thy things (i.e., proportion of things that do not comply with a
federation’s regulations) are low. Details about the game model
are in Section 6.5.

4. Related work

Several trust models and their derivatives like reputation and
credibility are reported in the literature. The focus is on those
models of type peer-to-peer in the context of IoT by discussing
non-game-based and then, game-based.

Among prominent non-game trust and reputation models we
discuss here EigenTrust, Peer-Trust, and IoT-Trust. EigenTrust [22]
is a reputation model for peer-to-peer systems that aggregates
trust recommendations (indirect trust) weighted by the credibil-
ity of recommenders to calculate the trust of a peer. EigenTrust
computes a global trust value based on the principal eigenvector
of normalized local trust values. The trust is used to reduce the
number of downloads of malicious files in a network. EigenTrust
assumes the existence of trusted peers that can provide good
recommendations to address collusion attacks.

PeerTrust [23] is a dynamic peer-to-peer trust model used to
quantify and assess the trustworthiness of peers in e-commerce
communities. This trustworthiness reflects the degree of trust
that other peers in the community have on a given peer based
on past experiences. PeerTrust consists of two parts. The first
part is a weighted average of the amount of satisfaction that a
peer receives for each transaction while the second part adjusts
this average by either increasing or decreasing the trust value
based on community-specific characteristics and situations. The
weight takes into account the credibility of feedback source to
counter dishonest feedback, and transaction context to capture
the transaction-dependent characteristics.

IoT-Trust [24] is an adaptive and scalable trust management
for the composition of applications in service-oriented archit-
ecture-based IoT systems. Feedbacks are gathered based on dis-
tributed collaborative filtering and direct and indirect trusts are
combined using an adaptive filtering technique. In IoT-Trust, the
objectives are to mitigate the effect of malicious nodes on inter-
action quality and to minimize the number of collusion attacks.
IoT-Trust considers a simple case in which the direct user satisfac-
tion experience f is a binary value (1/0 for satisfied/unsatisfied).
Then, f is considered as an outcome of a Bernoulli trial that is
used as a weight for positive observations.

Compared to the afore-mentioned non-game trust models, our
future evolutionary game model will provide an analytical study
on the conditions that were satisfied using incentives and the
role of these incentives in increasing the share of trustworthy
things in a federation. Furthermore, our model will promote node
stability that is built on top of the proposed trust model to detect
peers’ unstable trust behaviors.

Recently, a trust binary-game model that captures the interac-
tion between requestors and providers in an IoT environment is
presented in [25]. The model includes nodes’ behaviors, possible
strategies, and payoffs, and is associated with guidelines for de-
signing trust management algorithms. However, the model does
not take into account the evolution of untrustworthy and trust-
worthy things’ shares. Contrarily, our evolutionary game model
allows federations to monitor the trust behaviors of things, which
leads to a more effective detection of untrustworthy things.

Our trust-based IoT federations management framework puts
focus on things’ short and long-term trust behaviors and assigns
incentives to strategies that things adopt throughout their course
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Table 1
Comparison between our IoT-EG and some existing trust models.
Model Direct Indirect Trust Stability Provability

trust trust evolution analysis provability

EigenTrust [22]
√ √

PeerTrust [23]
√ √

IoT-Trust [24]
√ √

Trust binary game [25]
√ √ √

Our IoT-EG
√ √ √ √ √
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of actions. This management also relies on an evolutionary game
based trust model that provides a formal setting for proving dom-
inant strategies. It takes into account the dynamism of IoT envi-
onment, ensures the stability of things’ behaviors, and mitigates
he effects of malicious attacks such as bad-mouthing and ballot-
tuffing. These features altogether are barely touched upon, if
ot overlooked in most existing trust management models as
inpointed by Sharma et al. [26]. Table 1 compares our trust
odel to existing ones using five factors detailed below. This
omparison’s objective is to shed light on the capabilities of our
odel by integrating different aspects like with whom a thing

nteracts, how trust evolves over time, and who recommends a
hing.

• Direct trust relies on a thing’s one-to-one interactions with
peers to define its trustworthiness level.
• Indirect trust proceeds differently to direct trust by relying

on peers’ recommendations about a thing.
• Trust evolution tracks changes of a thing’s trustworthiness

level over time, which is normal due to the dynamic nature
of federations.
• Stability analysis is in line with trust evolution but focuses

on the impact of trust changes on a federation’s stability
over time.
• Provability provides a formal basis for finding the conditions

to satisfy prior to reaching equilibrium states.

. IoT Federations management architecture

Fig. 1 is the architecture associated with our Trust-based Man-
gement of IoT Federations (TMIF). It is built-upon three layers,
hing, federation, and behavior, hosting different modules and
epositories.

The thing layer is concerned with defining things’ profiles,
racking their ongoing operations, and forming their histories. In
his layer, the profile module gathers all the necessary details
bout the operational aspects of a thing such as functionality it
ffers (e.g., sensing, actuating, and communicating) and quality
f performing this functionality. These details are obtained from
hings’ providers as well as thing monitoring. The history of a
hing is stored in a log that the history module updates based on
etails it receives from the access module in the federation layer.
istory could refer to things’ sign-in/out activities in/from fed-
rations along with trust-based observations that define things’
ehaviors. A thing could join a federation at start-up time or re-
oin others after being expelled, should the federation decide that
he thing exposes an unstable behavior due to continued swing
rom poor to good performance during a period of time. To avoid
ehavior state explosion, we assume in this work that a thing can
oin one federation at a time. The thing layer is important for the
ederation layer since things’ profiles and histories are deemed
equired during sign in. Moreover, the thing layer may serve as
basis for a federation to constitute a list of ‘‘friends’’ that could
rovide recommendations about unknown things considering to
oin.

The federation layer is concerned with assembling and dis-

antling federations along with ensuring the stability of some. In b

185
his layer, the access module allows things to sign-in/out in/from
ederations according to these federations’ regulations that are
efined by the federation’s administrator. In addition to the ac-

cess module, the trust assessment module collects non-functional
details about things, referred to as Quality-of-Thing (QoT) pa-
rameters in [27], and recommendations about things so, that, it
defines a thing’s trust score. QoT parameters reflect how well
things did when they took part in federations while recommen-
dations are submitted by things that already interacted with
the recommended things. Still in the trust assessment module, it
eriodically feeds the upper layer’s behavior analysis module with

things’ trust scores. The access module receives entry requests to
federations from things located in the lower layer. It decides on
either accepting or rejecting each request based on parameters
related to a federation such as capacity, which depends on the
current number of residing things, stability, which reflects the
state of a federation based on the trust behaviors’ trends of the
majority of its residing things, and history of a thing, which is
collected from the lower layer’s history module. For this purpose,
the access module coordinates with both the lower layer’s his-
tory module and the upper layer’s stability analysis module to
allow/deny things to join/from joininga federation.

Finally, the behavior layer is concerned with assessing things’
trust behaviors and analyzing the stability of federations. On the
one hand, this layer’s behavior analysis module decides on the
payoffs that things deserve after continuously collecting trust
scores of things from the federation layer’s trust assessment mod-
ule. On the other hand, this layer’s stability analysis module com-
municates with the federation layer’s access module to either
allow or forbid federations from accepting new things, should this
module reveal that things expose stable/unstable behaviors. As-
sessing behavior stability is based on analyzing long-term things’
behaviors.

6. IoT trust-based evolutionary game model

Our IoT Evolutionary Game model (IoT-EG), underpinning the
functioning of thing federations, mixes short- and long-term trust
behavior assessment of things. In this section, the modules in-
volved in this assessment are presented.

6.1. Trust assessment

In Fig. 1, the trust assessment module establishes a thing’s trust
core that has a limited time-span and depends on the quality of
ollaboration that the thing would have had with peers. Formally,
he trust score Tr ji of thing i with respect to thing j combines the
rust value, the direct-trust value (direct interaction between i
nd j), and the indirect-trust value (recommendations obtained
rom the friends of i about j). Eq. (1) defines Tr ji (t) at time t where
r ji (t − 1) is the trust score of thing i with respect to thing j at

ime t−1, ˜QoT j
i (t) is thing i’s weighted average of QoT parameter

alues after interacting with thing j at time t , ˜Rj
i(t) is the indirect

rust as a recommendation value from the friends of thing i about
hing j at time t , and λ1, λ2 and λ3 are fine-tuning parameters set

y the federation’s owner (values in [0,1] such that their sum is
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) that thing i sets to define the weights of direct and indirect
rust.

r ji (t) = λ1 Tr ji (t − 1)+ λ2
˜QoT j

i (t)+ λ3
˜Rj
i(t) (1)

To lighten the notation, the time symbol in defining direct
and indirect trust is omitted. Eq. (2) defines ˜QoT j

i where QoT j
i (k)

denotes the value of the kth QoT parameter (among n parame-
ers) for thing i and Wk is the weight of this parameter (value in
0, 1]).

˜oT j
i =

n∑
k=1

Wk QoT j
i (k) (2)

Eq. (3) defines the indirect trust where Cr ik is the credibility of
the kth friend of thing i (value in [0, 1]) and Rj

i(k) is the rating of
thing j by the kth friend among m friends of thing i. Credibility
reflects to what extent a thing is accurate in its recommendation
and is updated by the trust assessment module. It can increase or
decrease after assessing how far the recommendation is from the
direct trust as per Eq. (4). This change in value aims at mitigating
the effect of inflated/deflated recommendations when assessing
trust scores of things. In this equation, ϵ is a reward/penalty that
increases/decreases the credibility depending on the quality of
the recommendation.

˜Rj
i =

∑m
k=1 Cr

i
k Rj

i(k)∑m
k=1 Cr

i
k

(3)

r ik =

⎧⎨⎩Cr ik + ϵ, if |Rj
i − QoT j

i | ≤ ϵ;

Cr ik − ϵ, Otherwise
(4)

.2. Behavior analysis

The behavior analysis module performs short and long-term
rust behavior assessment of things in a federation. For short-
erm trust behavior analysis and after assessing the trust of thing i
ased on its interactions with thing j, the behavior analysis mod-
le decides about the strategy that thing i has followed: if Tr ji is
igher than a federation’s trust threshold ξBe that the federation’s

dministrator sets, then thing i is trustworthy in the interaction

186
t had with thing j. As a result, the behavior analysis module
nnounces that thing i has adopted a trustworthy strategy T ,
therwise, an untrustworthy strategy U . Establishing a strategy
doption is of paramount importance to determine a thing’s
ayoff as it will be explained later.
The behavior analysis module also defines the long-term trust

ehavior of a thing by collecting its trust scores. First, it computes
he cumulative trust score of thing i in a federation F based on its
airwise trust scores using Eq. (5).

ri(t) =
∑

k∈F Tr
k
i (t)

k
(5)

As per Eq. (6), a trust behavior Bi of thing i is a time series that
represents the sequence of trust scores of this thing at different
time instances (1 to n).

i = (Tri(1), Tri(2), . . . , Tri(n)) (6)

As per Eq. (7), the behavior of thing i is assessed based on
he moving average of its behavior, which denotes the arithmetic
ean of the last n collected trust scores.

At
i =

∑t−1
k=t−n Tri(k)

n
(7)

The behavior analysis module would deem the behavior of
hing i satisfactory at time t , should MAt

i be greater than the
maximum between the moving average of all things in a federa-
tion MAt

i and the federation’s trust threshold ξBe. Should a thing’s
behavior be not satisfactory, the thing would be expelled from
the federation. The main intent of long-term behavior analysis is
to ‘‘force’’ a thing to adopt a behavior that is similar to those in
the federation and at the same time fulfilling the minimum trust
score requirement.

6.3. Stability analysis

In Fig. 1, the stabilitymodule determines to what extent thing i
maintains a consistent behavior compared to other things in a
federation F . Eq. (8) defines this stability when the standard
deviation of its behavior stdev(Bi) is less than a threshold ξST .

St(i) = stdev(Bi) =

√∑n
k=1(Tri(k)− Tri(k)) (8)
n− 1
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If the number of things in a federation having unstable behav-
ors is higher than a stability threshold that is set by a federation’s
dministrator, the federation is deemed unstable and should be
ismantled. In conjunction with federation instability, if a thing
as an unstable behavior at a certain time instant, it is expelled
rom the federation.

.4. Threat model

In the threat model, things are expected to be malicious by
ngaging in self-interest operations like over-using resources and
elaying the release of services.
While attacks on resources such as Distributed Denial of Ser-

ice (DDoS) disrupt and/or overwhelm network operations, they
an be handled by intrusion detection techniques and do not fall
nto the scope of this paper. Contrarily, we address trust-related
ttacks that can disrupt services that a federation makes available
o things. Those things that initiate such attacks are identified
y assessing their trustworthiness, i.e, calculating the trust score
eriodically which should help penalize the untrustworthy ones.
his is taken care by the trust assessment module (Section 6.1)
nd payoff strategy (Section 6.5). The main objective is to address
ttacks like those discussed below:

• Bad-mouthing refers to a recommender (or a group of rec-
ommenders) that rates a thing lower than what it deserves
for the sake of tarnishing its reputation. Penalizing such a
recommender, by reducing its credibility, would warn the
recommender against repeating such a behavior and even-
tually its future recommendations would not be considered,
should its credibility become below a threshold ξCr .
• Ballot-stuffing refers to a recommender (or a group of rec-

ommenders) that inflates a thing’s rating for the sake of
boosting its reputation and making it more competitive, for
example. Penalizing such a recommender by decreasing its
credibility would also mitigate the effect of this attack.

6.5. Trust-based EGT model

Federations provide incentives to things so they trustfully col-
aborate. We endow each federation with an EGT model (IoT-EG)
in which incentives depend on how trustworthy a thing is. Such
incentives are part of the payoff of each thing and can increase
or decrease depending on the strategy that the thing adopts.

6.5.1. Game strategies
When interacting with thing k, thing i can adopt either a

trustworthy strategy T or an untrustworthy strategy U .
The behavior analysis module determines the behavior of a

thing in a pairwise interaction. Then, the module provides each
thing the reward that it deserves based on a payoff matrix. Table 2
outlines a thing’s payoff matrix for the proposed evolutionary
game where β is a charging incentive parameter for a thing that
is following strategy T , γ is the interaction benefit, and σ is
interaction cost. It is assumed that β , γ , and σ are strictly positive.

The specification of IoT-EG trust assessment is reported in
Algorithm 1. It elaborates the process of computing a thing’s
trustworthiness in a federation. It is worth to note that the term
‘node’ will be used interchangeably with ‘thing’ in the pseudo-
code of the algorithm. This algorithm aims to assess the node’s
trustworthiness during the federation periodically upon an inter-
action. Therefore, to compute the trust score Tr (e.g., Tr ji (t) for
odei toward nodej) (algorithm result), the input parameters will
ncludes list of federated things, ξBe, Payoff matrix, QoT , R, Cr , λ,
nd Prot .
Considering a scenario where a set of things are federated

o play a game, a thing’s trustworthiness will be assessed after
ach interaction using Eq. (1) and following steps 1 and 2 in the
lgorithm:
 t
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Table 2
EGT payoff matrix.

T U

P = T 2β + 2γ − 2σ , 2β + 2γ − 2σ β + γ − σ ,−β − γ + σ

U −β − γ + σ , β + γ − σ −β − 2γ + 2σ ,−β − 2γ + 2σ

• Step 1 implements game interactions: each thing interacts
with every single thing in the federation that has a trust
score Tr above the federation’s trust threshold ξBe (lines 4–
8). It is worth noting that Tr of all things has been boosted in
the first iteration since no previous Tr record is computed.
The interaction between 2 nodes is evaluated based on a
thing’s processing time to tasks assigned to each other. Each
node passes its assigned tasks to its peers (things) to process
them and logs the time it took to process these tasks. The
output of this step (i.e., listT (line 13)) will feed into the
next step.
• Step 2 implements trust-score computation: it collects the

recommendations from trustworthy nodes, only, (i.e., things)
in the federation, i.e., those that have a trust score above
the federation trust threshold ξBe (lines 16–22). Finally, the
trustworthiness will be computed using Eq. (1) after filtering
the recommendation and the output from Step 1 by the
weights (i.e., λ) as per lines 25–30. The trust score at line
31 will be the final output of the algorithm.

The payoff is a good means for a federation F to encourage
things to be trustworthy. Should that payoff be lower than a
minimum value set by the federation’s administrator PF , then the
thing would be excluded from the federation.

6.5.2. Game analysis
We discuss hereafter the constraints that should be satisfied

to guarantee that a trustworthy strategy prevails over time.

• A strategy T is ESS in 2 cases. The first case is when 2β +
2γ − 2σ > −β − γ + σ , i.e., β > σ − γ . Any federation,
looking to ensure that the strategy T is followed by the
majority of its things’ members, should be able to provide
incentives that should cover the interaction cost based on
the following stability constraint: β > σ − γ . The second
case is when β+γ −σ = 0 and β+γ −σ > −β−2γ +2σ ,
i.e., 2β + 3γ − 3σ > 0. This means that γ > σ and that
the interaction benefit should be higher than the interaction
cost.
• A strategy U risk dominates strategy T iff 2β+2γ−2σ+β+

γ −σ < −β−γ +σ −β−2γ +2σ , i.e., 5β+6γ −6σ < 0,
which means that β < 6

5 (σ − γ ). If a federation provides a
charging incentive that is lower than 6

5 (σ − γ ), the things
may follow strategy U .
• The asymptotically unstable symmetric Nash Equilibrium

exists iff 3β + 3γ − 3σ ̸= 2β + 3γ − 3σ , i.e, β ̸= 0. The
population rate x∗ playing risk-dominant strategy U in this
case is 1

3β+3γ−3σ
−2β−3γ+3σ +1

, i.e, x∗ = −2β−3γ+3σ
β

.

6.5.3. Example
Let us consider the case where σ = 20 and γ = 15. Table 3 is

the payoff matrix.
In this case, if β > σ − γ , i.e., β > 5, the strategy T

is ESS. The strategy U risk dominates the strategy T if β <
6
5 (σ − γ ), i.e., β < 6. So, to lower the risk of having things
dopting the strategy U , a federation should provide a charging
ncentive higher or equal to 6 in this particular setting. Although
ncreasing β would encourage things to follow the strategy T ,
hings may follow the risk dominant strategy U due to problems
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Algorithm 1: IoT-EG trust assessment algorithm
Input: List of federated things [nodei, nodej, .. ,noden];
Result: Computes trust score Tr ji (t) for nodei toward nodej
Parameters : federationThreshold (ξBe); Payoff ; QoT ; R; Cr; λ; ThingsList (listT ); ProcessingTime (Prot ); ThingTask nodent

1 Step 1: Game interactions by
2 listT = list[nodei,..n] ←− getFederatedThings[out (noden,QoT )];
3 listT = sort(listT , by proximity ASC);
4 for each noden ∈ listT do
5 nodent = getTasks(noden) ;
6 if listT endnoden+1

−→ QoT >= ξBe then

7 noden
interact
−−−→
nodent

listT endnoden+1
(in nodent ; out Prot ) ;

8 noden log (Prot ) ; ▷ log Prot against processed node
9 else

10 listT = pop(noden+1) ; ▷ remove untrusted node
11 end
12 end
13 return listT ;
14 End
15 Step 2: trustworthiness computation by
16 listT = sort(listT , by QoT DESC);
17 for each noden ∈ listT do
18 if noden −→ Tr < ξBe then
19 listT = pop(Fn) ; ▷ remove untrusted node
20 else
21 get R from the trusted node;
22 listT = list[nodeni−→nj), R] ; ▷ new list with R
23 end
24 end

25 Tr ji (t) = λ1 Tr ji (t − 1)+ λ2
˜QoT j

i (t)+ λ3
˜Rj
i(t) ; ▷ compute trust

26 if |Rj
i − QoT j

i | ≤ 0.1 then
27 Cr ik = min(Cr ik + 0.1, 1)
28 else
29 Cr ik = max(Cr ik − 0.1, 0)
30 end
31 return Tr ji (t);
32 End
Table 3
Example of an EGT payoff matrix.

T U

P = T 2β − 10, 2β − 10 β − 5,−β + 5
U −β + 5, β − 5 −β + 10,−β + 10

of strategies selection speed and also depending on the initial
distribution, i.e., the initial rate of players playing T versus U ,
s shown in [28–30]. More precisely, the risk-dominant U has
larger basin of attraction with a rate equal to −2β+15

β
in this

pecial setting.
To mitigate the impact of playing the risk-dominant strategy U

by the majority of players, whatever is the initial distribution or
the strategies selection speed, a federation should kick-out any
thing that has a payoff that is lower than a threshold.

7. Experiments and results

In this section, we discuss the development of the TMIF along
with the experiments that were conducted to verify the doability
of the IoT-EG model. MATLAB (2020a) running on a Dynabook
laptop with Intel Core i5-8250U processor and 8 GB of RAM was
used.
188
Table 4
Simulation setting.
Parameter Value

Operating system Win 10
Simulation environment Matlab 2010a
Number of nodes 100
Node CPU [0.3–1.3] GHz
Network topology Mesh
Tasks in each federation 5 × 105

Packet size [0.1− 80] kB
Federation credibility threshold (ξCr ) 0.65
Federation trust threshold (ξBe) 0.65
Trust parameters λ1,2,3 λ1 = 0.25; λ2 = 0.50; λ3 = 0.25
Game payoff β , γ , and σ β = 6; γ = 15; σ = 20

7.1. Simulation setting

The federation and network elements used during the simula-
tion are presented in Table 4 in terms of network topology, nodes’
capabilities, and node interactions/federation.

• Network topology was modeled as an indirect graph where
nodes formed a mesh network as per Fig. 2 (the first 10
nodes in action). The simulation involved 100 nodes joining
a federation at the same time. The links between nodes
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Fig. 2. Federation modeled as a network graph.

are weighted based on the propagation delay among nodes.
Neighboring nodes have the lowest propagation delay.
• Nodes’ capabilities correspond to CPU frequency-based pro-

cessing powers that during federation will vary from one
node to another, 0.3 GHz to 1.3 GHz [31].
• Node interactions/federation: upon joining a federation, the

nodes interact with each other based on the tasks assigned
by the federation (5 × 105 tasks as specified in Table 4).
Each node passes its assigned tasks to its peers to process
them and logs the taken time (i.e., processing time) against
its processing capability. Regarding the transmission rate
between nodes, it is high (≃100 Mbps [32]). The logged
processing time will be compared to the expected process-
ing time (based on the node’s CPU) to determine the trust
satisfaction. The bigger the difference, the less trusted the
node is, and vice-versa. Therefore, after each interaction a
node’s trust score is reevaluated (using Eq. (1)) to identify
interacted nodes trustworthiness. It is worth noting that the
federation reward (i.e., payoff) affects the nodes’ behaviors
and subsequently their trustworthiness.

7.2. Results and discussion

We first evaluate the performance of the IoT-EG against
eerTrust and IoT-Trust trust assessment algorithms. Fig. 3
emonstrates the performance based on the normalized trust
core that is evaluated after each interaction based on the av-
rage processing time to all received tasks; considering different
ackets size (Table 4). However, the number of packets and their
izes are fixed throughout the experiments to ensure consistency
cross all algorithms.
During the experiments, we set the things with different ca-

abilities varying their CPU and processing powers. In Fig. 3 the
ertical axis represents the normalized trust score of things while
he horizontal axis is the number of iterations in which federa-
ions are formed and all algorithms are tested with high and low
ayoff. The results have generally the same trend. However, it is
lear that IoT-EG outperforms the benchmark algorithms. More
recisely, IoT-EG penalized more with low payoff compared to
ther algorithms in identifying untrustworthy nodes. PeerTrust
erforms better than IoT-Trust in both low and high payoff but
till performs less than IoT-EG.
189
Fig. 3. IoT-EG average trust score against PeerTrust and IoT-Trust in terms of
high and low payoff.

Fig. 4. Trend of trustworthy requests and malicious requests according to the
payoff.

Fig. 4 shows the results of malicious and trustworthy events
based on federation payoff. A malicious event is defined as when
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Fig. 5. Percentage of nodes following strategies T and U .

Fig. 6. Node’s credibility evolution.

a thing takes longer than it should be (considering node’s CPU
and packets size from Table 4) to process assigned tasks.

In this figure, the number of tasks is set to 1K and we had
2 kinds of iterations; the first with high payoff (Fig. 4(a)) while the
second with low payoff (Fig. 4(b)). The collaboration requests in
both figures are grouped according to task outcomes, i.e., whether
they are trustworthy (tasks are processed according to node
capacity) or malicious (tasks are not processed according to node
capacity/delayed) requests. It is clear that with low payoff, the
number of malicious events increase as there are not enough
incentives for nodes to follow a trustworthy strategy.

Moreover, we have conducted more experiments to monitor
the rate of strategies T and U followers over the federation time.
Fig. 5 shows the results of the percentages of T and U followers
during the game play. It is clear that the payoff, according to
low and high incentives, is impacting the percentages of either
190
Fig. 7. Stable things according to the payoff.

Fig. 8. Average payoff in federations.

followers (i.e., T and U) at each timestamp. Hence, the better the
payoff, the more T followers and the more successful interactions
are within the federation.

The different types of collaboration requests (i.e., untrustwor-
thy and trustworthy requests) will gradually affect the federation
coherence and the decision of whether a collaboration request
can be accepted or rejected between 2 things. Fig. 6 shows the
percentage of bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing nodes according
to federation payoff. We ran this experiment twice: first with
an initial percentage of untrustworthy nodes in the federation
that is high (i.e., more than half of the nodes in the federation
are trustworthy) but in which the incentive is low while in the
second run the initial percentage of untrustworthy nodes in the
federation is low (i.e., less than half of the nodes in the federa-
tion are trustworthy) but the incentive is high. From observing
the results, it is clear that the incentive will affect the nodes’
decisions regarding which strategy to follow. Therefore, with high
incentives, the nodes tend to follow a trustworthy strategy while
with low incentives, nodes tend to follow untrustworthy strategy.
Fig. 7 expresses this observation for nodes’ behaviors in the feder-
ation with low and high and payoff. The stability threshold is set
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to 0.12. Hence, below this threshold the federation is deemed to
be unstable and most nodes are likely in it are untrustworthy. The
plot shows that IoT-EG strives to keep higher stability (i.e., low
standard deviation of trust scores) for high and low rewards
compared to PeerTrust and IoT-Trust. Moreover, Fig. 8 shows the
average payoff for the nodes in a federation. It is clear that IoT-EG
utperformed PeerTrust and IoT-Trust in both cases (high and low
ewards) by having higher average payoff.

. Future research directions

Our future research directions are multiple covering federation
anagement, trust gamification, strategy selection, to cite just
ome. Let us start with the first direction where competition
mong federations to attract and retain things could be based on
ther factors than incentives. Compatibility and complementarity
ould allow things to team up when playing complex games. How
o find the right peers and ultimately ask for better incentives is
question worth pursuing.
Regarding the second direction that is trust gamification, we

ould like to enrich the trust-based evolutionary game model
ith complex and dynamic strategies besides (un)trustworthiness

ndeed, more strategies would be made available to things from
hich they would select depending on the situations that they
ill encounter. How to identify and analyze which strategy is be-

ng adopted is a question that would fall into trust-gamification.
nother question is to make strategies dynamic so they are
dopted on-the-fly.
Finally, and in line with the second direction, a research ques-

ion would concern a probabilistic and not deterministic selec-
ion of strategies. This should allow things to weigh in different
actors like risk and uncertainty prior to committing to a par-
icular strategy that could either strengthen or undermine their
apabilities.

. Conclusion

This paper presented a trust-based evolutionary game model
or managing IoT federations. A federation acted as a platform for
osting things instead of remaining independent offering mech-
nisms for signing up and signing off, for example. Compared to
xisting trust models, the role of trust is fostered into the games
hat things play when they join federations based on factors
ike trustworthiness. These games capture the dynamic nature of
ederations that would like to attract, reward, and retain trust-
orthy things and penalize and expel untrustworthy ones. This
xercise of retaining and expelling along with things’ signing in
nd signing off has an impact on the stability of federations that
ish to remain active for a longer period of time. The stability

n the proposed model can be achieved by analyzing the trust
ehaviors of things and retaining only those exhibiting stable
ehaviors.
To demonstrate the technical doability of our trust-based evo-

utionary game model for managing IoT federations, a set of
xperiments were conducted by simulating federations accord-
ng to a specific network topology, things’ capabilities, and in-
eractions between things and federations. Results show that
igh incentives encourage things to follow trustworthy strate-
ies and minimize bad-mouthing and ballot-stuffing attacks on
heir operations. The model robustness against these attacks has
een checked and benchmarked to two similar trust models,
oT-Trust [24] and PeerTrust [23].
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